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															Individual Tutoring

															One On-One-Tutoring

															During private sessions, the tutor interacts with the 
															learner, to manage and supervise his/her work in process, in pursue of immediate results.
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														Group Tutoring

														Individual attention in a group setting

														Group Tutoring provides session led by one of our tutors 
														that have the experience of teaching in traditional classrooms with several students.
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														In-home Tutoring

														Learning at home is convenient & fun!

														The In-Home-Tutoring program, takes place at the student’s 
														home, regardless if he or she is a child or an adult.
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														After School Tutoring!

														Speaking Spanish after school is another choice!

														The After School Tutoring Program is an enrichment-program 
														designed for high school or college students learning Spanish and wanting to master the subject.
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														Learning With Music

														Learn Spanish while having fun singing!

														It’s a Reading and Singing Program that has been developed by 		
														combining listening, reading, and singing of popular Spanish songs that students perform in a fun environment.
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						Our Spanish Program and Services

						Aprenda Español offers quality Spanish tutoring programs with great tutors 
						dedicated for children and adults and an extensive service of professional translations

					

				

				
		
				
				
					
					
						

						
						Spanish Private Classes

						
						Aprenda Español has been designed to help students develop their conversational, writing, and reading skills at the language level they are enrolled.
						Our tutors have a solid educational background dedication and the needed experience in teaching, sharing with enthusiasm the Latino culture.

									
								
									Download Program
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							Translation Services

							
							Aprenda Español offers professional translation, interpretation, and transcription legal services with experienced staff all year around when you need us!

										
								
										Download Services
								

						

						
								
					

				
			

	
	 
	
	
	
		
		  
		  
		  	
				
					Our Mission

						To make a difference in the lives of the children, families and adults, so they can reach a higher level of Spanish development. 
						As professional teacher-tutors, our primary mission is to children, families and adults who believe that tutors can make a difference 
						in the student’s education and to provide quality-tutoring program choosing a comfortable environment.

				

			

			
		  

		

   	
   	
	
	
	
	
		
		
				
					
						Tutoring Services

						Aprenda Español tutors are available seven days a week, mostly after school hours and weekends.

					

				

				
				
						
								Individual Tutoring
	Group Instruction
	In-Home Tutoring
	Before & After School Tutoring
	Learning Spanish with Music
	Weekend Tutoring
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										Aprenda Español specializes in children between the ages of 3-12 years old.
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					Rates

				

				
				
				
					
						Tutoring fee
$50.00
per hour

					

					
						
							
								If tutor travels a distance of more than seven miles there is an extra charge of  $5.00 to cover gas expenses. 
									You don’t have to purchase any material, books, or supplies from us.

							
							
							Group sessions may be arranged under special rates.

						

					
					
						There is always an opportunity to cancel a scheduled session and arrange make ups. 
						A twenty-four hours notification is required to reschedule a session.

					

					
				

		
		
 
		
		

   	
   	
	
	
		
		
				
				
					
						Meet Our Directors

					

				
						
							
								← Silvia Campos
							

						

						
							
							
									
									  
										
										  
											About the Co-Director

											
											  ×
											
										  

										  
											  
												
												Silvia Marina Campos attained her bachelor degree majoring in Psychology, a Multiple Subject Teaching Credential with a BCLAD 
												(accredited to teach in a dual language program English-Spanish), and a Master Degree in Spanish Literature from 
												California State University, Los Angeles.

												
												She has been working for the Los Angeles Unified School District for 15 years. Silvia has been certificated to work with 
												a “whole language approach” and also a “phonics” approach. She is qualified to work with the well-known Open Court Reading Program 
												(k-6), which has a very strong emphasis on teaching reading through phonics, teaching to read is her most valuable expertise.

	
												In addition, she has been trained to work with the math programs: Hartcourt and Envision. Also, she is an expert on LAUSD’s 
												alternative lessons, which emphasis is to work on hands-on math using manipulatives, or teaching form concrete to abstract.

	
												Working in Los Angeles’ school, has also given her the opportunity to integrate ESL lessons (English as a second language) 
												in her daily teaching. She has used the English Development Program Into English.

	
												As a Multiple Subject teacher, she has also been teaching other subject areas such as Social Studies, Science, and Health.

	
												Silvia has been inspired by her students to write children books. She is expecting to publish children books soon.

												
												Silvia Marina Campos: Clear Multiple Subject Teaching Credential  #090063745
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							Manuel Olmos →
						

					

					
						
							
									
									  
										
										  
											About The Director

											
											  ×
											
										  

										  
											  
												
												Manuel Olmos completed his bachelor degree majoring in Child Development (Early Child Credential) at California State University, 
												Los Angeles and studied Spanish in the same university. He also attained a certificate in the non-profit world at the “Department of 
												the American Humanity”. He finished the required courses on “Adult Supervision and Administration”. In addition, as a native Spanish 
												speaker Manuel Olmos graduated from High School in his native country El Salvador and has traveled around many Latinamerican countries 
												learning their own ways of speaking Spanish. He studied music at Pasadena City College and is a former substitute teacher with the 
												Los Angeles Unified School District. He has dedicated himself working as a tutor for Spanish, language (reading and writing).

	
												Manuel Olmos is a talented musician. He recorded a Spanish Music CD for children. His CD is an anthology of many of the nursery rhymes 
												that Spanish children sing and play. He is also very involved in the Latino Community. His community contribution in education and culture 
												has been recognized several times by local authorities and by his own community. In 2008, after finishing his homeland tour title “For Our 
												Children”, he received an award from the “Foreign Ministry of El Salvador”. Also he has received many other awards for his cultural 
												contribution in the city of Los Angeles.

												
												Manuel Morales Olmos: Regular Children's Center Instruction Permit #01714219
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				Service Areas

					LA area cities covered in our program: Pasadena, Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Alhambra, Altadena, Temple City, 
						Arcadia, South Pasadena, San Marino, Sierra Madre, Arcadia Eagle Rock, and Highland Park.
					

			

			
			
				
			
	
			
		



				
	
		
		
			

			
                
                    
                        Contact Us

                        Aprenda Español tutors are all native Spanish speakers with teaching and education experience ready to help you with your Spanish language needs!

                        Sign up TODAY! 213-260-0121

                    

                

			
	
				
                        

                            
                               Feel free to contact us for any program or service information or just to request a quote:
	
                                manuelolmoss@gmail.com
                            


                            
                                
                                    APRENDA ESPAÑOL

                                        1605 West Olympic Blvd. Suite 1062

                                        Los Angeles, CA 90015

                                        213-260-0121
                                    

                                

                            


                        

			
		

		
	
	
	
		
			
			
				
					
						
							
							“I like to learn Spanish with the tutoring services APRENDA ESPAÑOL. It’s a terrific tutoring service that has helped me in my profession!”
							Sam Moore, Architect, Arcadia CA
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											FAQs

											
											  ×
											
										  

										  
											  
												
												What happens in a typical tutoring session?


														Once the first session starts, the tutor will ask the student to review anything that was done 
														on the previous lesson. This help the child reinforced what she/he has learned. This reviewing 
														should take no longer than 5 to 7 minutes. Then, the tutoring will begin. The tutor will make 
														every effort to keep the student focused on the lesson. As much as possible positive reinforcement 
														will be given to the student.

														
														The tutor will make all the possible effort to get his teaching across. This may involve repetition, 
														the use of manipulative, and other strategies. The tutor will give the child academic and emotional 
														support to keep him going without frustration.


												How can I make the payments?


														You can pay with cash, credit card or check.


												Is there a contract?
 

														No, but we request to sign a general tutoring agreement of services.

														
												How do I enroll my child in the program?


														Just let us know about your needs and what you would like to achieve with the tutoring program. 
														We will discuss with you hours, days, location, rates, and general information. 

													
												Do I need to purchase any book or material from Aprenda Español?

													o. Most of the time we share and use our tutoring materials with you but you are free to get or 
													purchase any needed tutoring material from your own sources. If you are using your own textbooks, 
													we will ask you to copy the pages needed for us.

													
												Is there homework from the tutoring programs?

													Only if the student agrees to work on light homework.

													
												Are there makeups If I miss a session?

													Yes, but you need to let the tutor know at least 24 hours in advance.

													
												Are there refunds if I cancel the tutoring services?

													Only if you cancel the Agreement before the first tutoring services.

													
												Does the program offer Skype tutoring services?

													Yes, if we agree and arrange the use of the Skype system.

													
												Can I contact the tutor at any time?

													Yes, via email, phone or text.

													
												Do children need to buy school supplies?

													Most of the time children need to have at home school materials such as crayons, scissors, 
													paper. Also, a quiet space where the tutor can work with the child.

													
												Can two children take the same tutoring session together?

													Yes, we offer group tutoring sessions when it’s requested.

													
													Please contact us if you have more questions about our program and services.
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											History of Aprenda Español

											
											  ×
											
										  

										  
											  
												
												One afternoon I was having dinner with my family when I got a phone call. It was the mother of one student whom I have been tutoring Spanish 
												for about four months. She was very excited. She said, “I can’t believe my eyes. I just got my son’s report card. My son was able to pass 
												his Spanish class with a good grade”. She continued saying, “Thank you, and thank you very much”.


													When she hired me, she was desperate. She just didn’t know what to do about her son’s failure in the Spanish class. 
													Her child was working below grade in Spanish.


														I was tutoring on my free time, but after seeing so many positive results from my students, I started thinking of 
														tutoring as a career, as a rewarding career. I’ve learned that every student can succeed in school if provided with 
														appropriate and individualized teaching.


														Unfortunately, some of our state schools face the sad reality of having many students not working at their intellectual potential. 
														The tutor will provide that extra time and attention to some of the challenges that the curriculum requires. With a tutor support, 
														parents will quickly notice the progress in their child academic life.

														
														Manuel Olmos 
Program founder & Tutor
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